THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A LESSON PLAN USING JUSTIN.TV THAT COULD BE USED TO TEACH A
7TH GRADE CLASS

FACS: FASHION FOR DIFFERENT AGES
Overview

Students will learn how different age groups in society do not dress the same.
They will learn how growing up in a certain decade can influence your clothing
as you grow older.
Students will :

Objective

Learning
environment
ISTE/NETS
Standards

Materials









Computer with a high speed internet connection.
Classroom with a large projection screen.

1.
2.
3.
4.


Facilitate and Inspire Student Learning and Creativity
Design and develop digital-age learning experiences and assessment
Model digital-age work and learning
Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility
Worksheets to fill out questions asking why they wear certain clothing
styles.
Worksheets to fill out questions asking why they think other people
choose their clothing.
Computer/projector/large projection screen/high speed internet
connection




Procedure

Be introduced to how different age groups dress.
Discuss what influences their type of clothing.
Discuss what influences their clothing when they are young. (ex. 5 yrs)
Discuss why adults or elders dress differently.
Learn how different decade’s fashions carry on as you grow up.








Begin class by asking them to fill out the worksheets that I provide.
Students will then tell me how they feel they are influenced.
Discuss why they people their younger siblings and parents dress.
We will then discuss a little psychology. How the brain tends to hold on
to things of importance
Show short educational video of fashions from decades of their parents
and grandparents, recorded/broadcast on Justin.tv.
The students will need to then find their own channel on Justin.tv that
depicts why their age group chooses their clothing style.



Also, the students will need to go into a chat room on Justin.tv and talk
with other people about their feelings and thoughts of why fashion
among different age groups is not the same.



Application

Students will need to write a review on Justin.tv explaining how they
felt having been on Justin.tv helped them to see the difference or not
see the difference in age groups.

Evaluation

I will evaluate the children’s reviews on Justin.tv to see how they enjoyed
working online and with a computer application. The students will also need
to write a page paper telling me why they feel they dress and why they feel
their parents dress. Fashion is everywhere, and children should understand
that there are many different influences.

THIS LESSON PLAN WAS CREATED FROM MY IMAGINATION!

